
Create affiliate links
with the click of a button

What limits your commerce content scalability?

The Trackonomics Publisher Extension enables dynamic link 
creation with the touch of a button. 

Available on Google Chrome, this extension collects and stores 
offers from all of the affiliate networks connected to your 
Trackonomics dashboard. Search available merchant products 
to find the best commission rates across multiple networks and 
generate affiliate links in seconds. 

When you streamline and automate your link creation process, 
you can spend more time producing engaging content that 
keeps your audience coming back for more.

Arduous link creation processes

The time-consuming process of manually searching for 
products and generating affiliate links hinders productivity 
and increases the chances of tracking errors.

Missed revenue for high-commission products

You have to log into multiple affiliate networks to find the 
best commission rates, making it easier to overlook valuable 
opportunities, leaving revenue on the table.

https://www.trackonomics.net/


Optimize links to maximize earnings

Find products from the brands that pay the highest 
commissions and research products in-app to generate 
the best results from any content you produce.

Streamline and enhance 
affiliate link creation

Create all your links in one place

In addition to using our chrome extension to easily 
generate links on the fly, publishers have the flexibility to 
use our product linking API to automatically create affiliate 
links from within your CMS. 

Increase productivity by 160 percent

Use your time for the things that matter. Trackonomics 
customers report a productivity boost of 160 percent from 
link automation tools alone.

Ready to take your affiliate program to the next level with Trackonomics? The Trackonomics 
Publisher Extension is the only affiliate tool on the market for publishers that dynamically 
creates links across affiliate programs and networks with the touch of a button. Schedule 
a demo or contact info@trackonomics.net to learn more.
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